VIOLENCE
Another tragedy is in the news and some “PEOPLE” want to use it for Political Gain or Social Control.
Those “PEOPLE” assign the “cause” of the tragedy to their favorite villain. That doer of evil in this case is NOT a
person, animal, insect, alien, zombie, or any other creature. That purveyor of destruction is an object… a lifeless,
mindless, metal machine that somehow forced a person to kill NINE other people. It wasn’t a bottle of alcohol that
poured itself done the person’s throat. It wasn’t a jar of pills that opened and leaped in to the person’s mouth. It
wasn’t a syringe that filled itself and then injected itself into the person’s arm. It wasn’t a Detroit Death Machine that
kidnapped the person and then drove itself over any victims. It wasn’t a decision (a CHOICE, a THOUGHT, or a PLAN)
made by a person, who held the object in their hand - NO, NO, NO… It was the WORST of EVIL OBJECTS…

It was a

GUN… that caused this and so many other tragedies.

Those “PEOPLE” know that GUNS jump up and do these evil, terrible, cruel things EVERY MINUTE of the DAY.
Those “PEOPLE” know that all this tragedy, sorrow, pain, and suffering will END as soon as GUNS are CONTROLLED.
Those “PEOPLE” know what is it best for you and want to FORCE you to accept it. WHAT is the matter with you?
WHY can’t you understand? When will you submit?
Hitler KNEW this and took care of over 6 MILLION Jews who had NO GUNS…
Pol Pot KNEW this and resolved the problem for nearly 2 Million of Cambodians…
Stalin KNEW this and built a HUGE empire on the graves of the unarmed Millions…
Mao Zedong KNEW this and revolutionized China on the deaths of tens of millions….
Every Criminal KNOWS this and operates freely in Government Sanctioned Killing Sectors….
(Gun Free Zones, No Weapons Areas, Restricted, ect.)

OBAMA KNOWS THIS ALSO….

Remember his promise to “Fundamentally Transform” the Nation.

WHAT is the matter with you?
WHY can’t you understand?
WILL you submit?
Millions of others did in the last 100 years and…………… DIED!!!

